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Public Comments for Library Board Meeting from
JEDGERTON@FIRSTUNITEDOAKPARK.COM

Email: JEDGERTON@FIRSTUNITEDOAKPARK.COM

Your full name: John Edgerton

Please select which meeting your comment is intended for: Regular Board Meeting March
22

Please type your comments below, limiting them to 3 minutes: To the Library Board,

Thank you for your willingness to serve on this board. Our nation's democratic institutions rely
on offices such as yours which are committed to deeply local matters. Indeed, commitment to
norms and processes enacted by democratically elected boards such as this one is a hallmark
of healthy democracies.

I make comment today out of concern over the firing of Rory O'Neill. At the urging of a
colleague, I met with Mr. O'Neill. He showed me some of the documentation provided to him in
his termination and allowed me to review it. I found what I read concerning on two levels. The
first was that the rationale was vague. It stated that Mr. O'Neill had created a climate of hostility
between one library employee and a different group of library employees. It should be noted that
no specific incidents, statements, or examples were provided. It does not detail how Mr. O'Neill
is purported to have created this climate of hostility. Was it with his words? His actions? The way
that he behaved while he was on-duty? Statements that he made while he was off duty? Were
his words or actions a pattern of behavior or one single egregious act? None of this is detailed
in any way.

To summarize, the rationale for Mr. O'Neill's termination was vague and lacking in detail.

The vague nature of the rationale brings me to my second concern, namely that in my opinion
the Personnel Policies of the library were not followed. In general, the Library's personnel
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policies allow for employee discipline--up to and including firing. This is perfectly normal. Prior to
termination, normal practice is to employ progressive disciplinary action. These kinds of steps
ought to include such things as periodic employee reviews detailing a failure of performance,
documented plans to address performance concerns, escalating penalties should the employee
not make progress toward those goals, etc. This is the essence of a progressive disciplinary
process. It is best practices for institutions such as the Library and is, in fact, what is detailed in
the Library's personnel policies.

In Mr. O'Neill's case, however, his firing does not appear to follow a pattern of progressive
disciplinary action. Instead, his firing appears sudden. The sudden nature of his firing is
particularly concerning because, again, the rationale provided is vague. All employees deserve
the protections afforded by the personnel policies, and that certainly includes an employee such
as Mr. O'Neill who has served the library for many years and who received multiple promotions
due to strong performance.

I urge this board to reverse Mr. O'Neill's firing.
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OPPL Executive Search Clarifying Questions from RGW

Where do you anticipate the job description and application links being hosted
(site/URL)?
With respect to the partnership and collaboration with Oak Park Public Library, we expect to
host the job description and application links on the OPPL site/url.  It is our hope that this will
ensure the level of transparency we think is important to hold alongside the OPPL Human
Resources Department.  We will then share the links to the job description and application with
partnering third parties to share with their stakeholders

Will candidates submit materials via site or directly to RGW?
In the spirit of the aforementioned (see above), to ensure transparency in the hiring protocols
and processes, candidates will submit materials via the OPPL website.  RGW will work with the
department of Human Resources at OPPL to retrieve the information toward materials review,
rubric implementation, and the designations and communications related to interview rounds
and community engagement

What tools does RGW have to manage privacy and record retention policies for
surrounding the search?
Because all materials for each client will be submitted via OPPL pipelines, all privacy and record
retention policies will be adhered to according to what is already in place at OPPL.  OPPL will
be the originating and sole source of reception for all materials. RGW will work directly with the
Department of Human Resources to ascertain the information necessary to implement the
executive search.  RGW is pleased to honor all privacy and record retention policies associated
with OPPL’s current HR guidelines and stipulations.  Additionally, all data collection documents
such as digital evaluative tools (rubrics) will be held on a digital platform licensed by RGW
Consulting, LLC  that secures the confidentiality of all client information and documentation, to
be shared solely with OPPL’s Department of Human Resources and individuals responsible for
the implementation of the hiring protocols.

As RGW may not hold a current database of candidates open to consideration do you
anticipate partnership or engagement of any third parties?
Yes.  RGW expects to partner with and engage third parties that encompass librarians, MLIS
degree holders, individuals with extensive library experience/association/affiliations.
Additionally, RGW expects to connect with third parties that relate with administrators and
executive leaders in civic and social arenas who understand and have heart, passion, and
experience with libraries and library science.  Finally, RGW will cross categorically connect with
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people who represent these fields and also embody the DEI capacity necessary to engage the
library’s anti-racism initiatives with historically, intentionally, and traditionally marginalized people
groups in mind.

Do you anticipate any external advertising or placement expenses outside of the bid?
There is an expense line designated for up to $1,000 for external advertising/placement
expenses included in the bid.  Any additional expenses as a result of any expressed desire for
ads beyond this designation would be incurred by OPPL.  Given the sought after nature of the
role in question, RGW does not anticipate any challenges attracting a vast pool of diverse
candidates within this advertising budget.

Based on agreed upon rubric, what steps will be managed by RGW vs. Board of Trustees
vs. Oak Park Public Library staff between initial application and presentation of finalist
pool? (materials review/screenings/round 1/round 2, etc.)

THE FOLLOWING IS A FLEXIBLE GUIDELINE TO DETERMINE THE STEPS AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE SEARCH; THESE WILL BE MODIFIED AND
FINALIZED AFTER ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONTRACT WITH RGW CONSULTING IN
COLLABORATION WITH OPPL LEADERSHIP:

● RGW will work directly with the designated OPPL leadership to post the agreed
upon job description and application via the OPPL website.  RGW will monitor reception
of all applications and any additional candidate writings/recordings to OPPL according to
the specific timelines/date/time stamps designated by the hiring protocol.

● RGW will use the agreed upon rubric to narrow the candidate pool by way of materials
review/screenings.  All data associated with this process will be delivered/returned to
OPPL Department of Human Resources

● RGW will work with OPPL to formulate an executive search hiring committee that
is representative of the OPPL stakeholdership. The executive search committee will
complete implicit bias training with RGW Consulting prior to engaging the first round of
interview candidates

● In conjunction with RGW Consulting, the executive search hiring committee will
complete the first round of interviews using a designated set of questions for all first
round candidates and scoring responses using a rubric associated with the designated
set of questions for all first round candidates.  RGW will calculate the results from each
candidate’s rubric. Scoring and recommendations from this level will determine who will
move on to the second round of interviews.

● In conjunction with RGW Consulting, the executive search hiring committee will
complete the second round of interviews using a designated set of questions for all
second round candidates and scoring responses using a rubric associated with the
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designated set of questions for all second round candidates.  RGW will calculate the
results from each candidate’s rubric. Scoring and recommendations from this level will
determine who will move on to final interviews and the community forum.

● Reesheda Graham Washingtonof RGW Consulting will facilitate a 60-90 minute
digital and in-person community forum in which:

○ Each candidate will offer a 5-7 minute presentation regarding their priorities for
the first 100 days in the role and how they will execute those priorities.

○ Candidates will participate in a Q&A style forum, accessible both digitally and in
person (at the discretion of the library according to safety protocols due to
COVID-19), to respond to questions derived from community members of Oak
Park, River Forest, and the surrounding area, toward the goal of receiving
community input and feedback on second round candidates. While the
community will not make the final decision by way of this process, they will have
access to a QR code that allows them to provide feedback on each of the
candidates presentations and responses. This feedback will be developed into a
synopsis document for the consideration of the board of trustees.

○ Either the executive search hiring committee or the ELT/Board (see inserted
comments) will use a rubric to score the finalists’ participation in the Community
Engagement Forum.  RGW will calculate the final scores on the forum and add
those scores to the second interview scores.  These scores and the anonymous
rubrics that comprised the scores will then be distributed to the board of trustees
to consider in their vote to make the final decision.

● The board of trustees will reserve the right to implement a final interview with the
remaining 1-2 candidates and vote to make the final determination and appointment of
the Executive Director of OPPL.

Will you serve in a negotiating capacity to finalize the contract and details with the final
candidate or do you consider that outside of the scope of your work?
Yes. Reesheda Graham Washington, Principal Consultant of RGW Consulting, LLC, will
personally run point in a negotiating capacity between the final candidate and OPPL in finalizing
the contract.  This is definitely included in the scope of work.

Will RGW be conducting reference checks on finalists?
Yes. The RGW Consulting Team will be responsible for the implementation of reference
checks on 3-5 finalists for this search.  We will provide OPPL with recommended general
reference check questions to consider for every candidate; questions that  will be derived from
the most important aspects of the role/rubric.  We will also include 1-2 questions, unique to an
individual candidate, based on our findings from their interview responses, should we need to
delve deeper into a specific aspect of a finalist’s capacity in any given area.
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